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A method for obtaining Plancherel theorems for unitary representations of 
Lie groups via C” vector techniques is studied. The results are used to prove 
the nonunimodular Plancherel theorem of Moore and to study its convcrgencc. 
A Cm Frobenius reciprocity theorem which generalizes Gelfand’s duality 
theorem is also proven. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a connected Lie group and let dx be right invariant Haar 
measure. Let R denote the right regular representation of G in L2(G). 
Let J’,,, @ Ua da b e a direct integral decomposition of R into primary 
(factor) representations Uoi real&d in spaces Ziy. Planchcrel’s theorem 
(cf. [5]) can be thought of as providing a decomposition of the Dirac 6 
function on a certain subset of L2( G) into a direct integral of functionals 
aa defined on subspaces of &9 in such a way that for appropriate 
f, S(f) = f(e) = .L Wf”) da. 
In the case where G is unimodular this decomposition is usually 
shown to exist by embedding a subspace of L2(G) into the 
von Neumann algebra generated by R and using 8 to define a 
generalized trace on this algebra (trace in the sense of [S]). One then 
appeals to the decomposition of traces on von Neumann algebras 
to obtain the Plancherel theorem. In the nonunimodular case one 
reasons similarly, although the situation is much more complicated 
due to the fact that 6 doesn’t directly define a trace. 
These von Neumann algebra techniques suffer many disadvantages. 
First of all, it is difficult to state explicitly the class of functions to 
which they apply. One would like to have a simple sufficient condition 
for the Plancherel theorem to hold for a given function. Secondly, 
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these techniques seem applicable mainly to the regular representations 
of G. As point evaluation makes sense for a wide variety of representa- 
tions of G one could hope for a decomposition of 6 in these cases also. 
(For example, if M is a continuous G space with an invariant measure 
dm and a distinguished point m, , one could hope for a decomposition 
of L2(M) which decomposed 6,0 .) 
In the first part of this paper we attempt to solve these problems by 
presenting an alternate approach to decomposing 6 based on the C” 
regularity theory of the representation rather than on von Neumann 
algebras. We obtain existence and uniqueness of such decompositions 
in quite general circumstances. The class of functions to which our 
theory applies is explicit and simple (for R it includes all functions 
which have sufficiently many right derivatives in L2(G)). 
Our results are not as explicit as those obtained by other techniques 
as we do not obtain formulas for the @. However, in the case that G is 
type I, we are able to show that for R our decomposition is essentially 
the same as the Plancherel theorems obtained by Moore [7]. From this 
we obtain not only formulas for the 6%, but also simple sufficient 
conditions, in terms of differentiability, for the results of [7] to hold. 
We also obtain information concerning the “tracing operators” of 
Moore [7]. Specifically we show that the operators D, (rr an irreducible 
representation) can be written in the form S 0 E%(X) where X is some 
element of the enveloping algebra and S bounded invertible operator 
which takes Cm(R) into Cm(R). Th us, the situation in case of a general 
Lie group is not much worse than that found by Pukanszky for 
solvable Lie groups [IO]. 
Our results on convergence of the Plancherel formula for R in the 
unimodular case are known and are due to Stinespring [12]. Our 
techniques, although closely related to his, differ considerably in 
particulars. 
In the second part of the paper we consider a generalization of the 
classical Frobenius reciprocity theorem. Our reciprocity theorem 
applies to any discretely decomposable representation of G for which 
“point evaluation” makes sense. If r is a closed subgroup of G for 
which G/r is compact, we obtain an interesting necessary and 
sufficient condition for an irreducible representation U to belong 
to the representation of G induced from the trivial representation 
of r. 
Our results here are generalizations of results due to Gelfand in the 
semisimple case [3, Theor. 61. Also Cartier [2] has developed a 
Frobenius reciprocity theorem based on C” vector techniques. His 
results, however, are not as general as ours. 
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I. PRELIMINARIES 
Our results, as stated above, are based on the C” regularity theory 
of unitary representations as developed in [4] and [9]. In this section 
we summarize the principle results from [4] and [9] we shall need. 
We add one new result (Corollary I) which is crucial to our purpose. 
Let G be a Lie group and let Z(G) denote its Lie algebra. In the 
sequel, the term “representation of G” will always, unless otherwise 
stated, refer to a continuous unitary representation of G in a separable 
Hilbert space. When we wish to name the representation space we will 
refer to the representation (U, Z) meaning that U is a representation 
of G in Z. 
Now, let (U, 2) b e a representation of G. Define C’(U) to be the 
space of vectors v E 2 for which g 4 U(g)v is a C” map of G into x. 
C”“(U) is a dense, invariant, subspace of 2. 
If X E 3(G) let, as usual, au(X): C”(U) -+ Cm(U) be the map 
defined by, 
au(X) = h$U(exp tX) z1 - v)/t. 
X + au(X) is a representation of Z(G) by skew symmetric partially 
defined operators on 2. We extend this in the natural way to a 
representation of the enveloping algebra U(G). 
Now, let X = (X, ,..., X,) be an ordered basis for 64(G). If N 
denotes the positive integers and if 01 E Nn is a multiindex, let p = 
Pl.--Xd-~ll(G) and let / cy 1 = 1 ai . We define a locally convex 
topology on Cm(U) by means of the seminorms 
(aU(Xo)V = v). 
This gives C”“(U) the structure of a Frechet space. 
Let U” denote the restriction of U to a (nonunitary) representation 
of C”“(U). U” is continuous in Cm(U). 
Poulsen proved the following fundamental results [6, Sect. 21. 
THEOREM A. The following are equivalent. 
(a) U is irreducible. 
(b) U” is irreducible (topologically). 
(c) The only continuous (in Cm(U) x P(U)) invariant bilinear 
forms are multiples of the scalar product in S restricted to 
C’“(U) x C”(U). 
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Now, if y EL’(G), let U(v) = 1 y(g) U(g-‘) dg where dg is right 
invariant Haar measure. Poulsen’s main lemma in the proof of 
Theorem A is the following 
PROPOSITION B. If V E C,,(G), then lJcp) leaves C”“(U) invariant 
and is continuous in P(U), If q~ E 9(G) (the space of C” functions with 
compact support), then U(y) maps SS? continuously into P(U). Further- 
more, the integral dejining Up, converges in C*(U) in the sense that ;f F 
is any continuous linear functional on C”“(U) and if v E C*(U), then 
F( U(F)V) = S A9 F( W)v> dg- 
COROLLARY (B.l). If 5’ C C”“(U) is a dense (in 3), U invariant 
subspace of 2, then S is dense in P(U). 
We shall also need the following theorem of Goodman’s [4, 
Lemma 3.1 and its proof]. 
THEOREM C. Let (U, 2) b e a representation of the Lie group G and 
let 
be a direct integral decomposition of U over some Bore1 space M. Then 
P(U) is the direct integral of the Cm( Ua) in the following sense. 
(a) If v = (w) E C”“(U), then vu E Cm(Uti) for a.e. 01 and 
aU(X)v = {aW(X)vor} for all X E Z(G). 
(b) If v = {v} E 2 is such that vE E C’“(U) for a.e. 01 and 
{alP(X)z~) E A? for all X E U(G), then v E C’“(U). 
Our main applications of Theorem C will be in the form of the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY C.I. In the above circumstance, the dual space C-*(U) 
is a direct integral of the C-*( Ua) in the following sense. 
(a) If v E Cem( U) then,for a.e. cz there are functionals 9” E Cm( Ua) 
for which t&v) = J,+, (pa(va) dol for all v = (va) E Cm(U). 
The integral is absolutely convergent and the vu are a.e. unique. 
(b) If v”, 01 E M, is a collection of functionals in C-*( Ua) for which 
01 A &v”) is integrable for every v = (v> E Cm( Ua), then the 
map v --f JM r&va) dor defines an element of C-*(U). 
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Proof. (a) By definition of the topology on C”“(U), y is continuous 
in one of the seminorms pk defined above. It is easily seen that the 
completion Ck of C”“(U) in pk is a (not necessarily closed) subspace of 
2 and that 9 extends to a continuous functional on Ck uniquely. 
Since the norm pk is clearly given via an inner product 7k on Cm(U), 
Ck is in fact, a Hilbert space and v is given via the inner product with 
some element f E Ck C 2. Let f = {fa} and let y”: C”‘(V) --j C be 
given by 
ye E C-?( UU) and if z1 = {US} E C”(U) then, by Theorem C above 
The right-hand side is just rk(zl, f) since C”(U) is dense in C”(U). 
Hence y decomposes as claimed. 
To prove uniqueness, it suffices to show that if y” is any decomposi- 
tion of the zero functional, then the p)” are, for a.e. 01, zero. To see 
this, let z1 = {v> E C”“(U). Let p E N and let 
R, = {a EM I I +JV>I G PI. 
Let w” = TV, 01 E Rp and 0 otherwise. Then w = {We> E 2’ and, 
in fact, by Theorem C, w E Cm(U). Hence 
and &v”) = 0 for a.e. 01. 
Let ZI, be any countable dense subset of 3’. It can be seen that the 
nna are, for a.e. 01, dense in fl. Furthermore, for such a, if qrn is an 
approximate identity in 9(G), the elements Ua(vm)anN are in C”“( Ua). 
We may approximate any element of the form Ua(p)&~~ by the 
Um(~m)v’na (in Cm( Ua)) an d f i ZJ E Cm( Urn), the sequence p(q,)v -+ ZJ 
in C”“( Ua) (see Poulsen’s paper for proofs of these facts). Hence, the 
Ua(~m)vnb are dense in C”“(U) for a.e. cy. It follows that for a.e. 01 the 
vE are zero on a dense subset of Cm(Ua) and hence are zero. This 
finishes (a). 
(b) Consider the map of C”(U) into L1(M) given by mapping 7~, 
into the function 01 + &z)~). It follows that if g)n(~nU) converges, it 
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converges to 0. In fact, if V~ + 0 in Cm(U), then there is a subsequence 
w, such that w,= + 0 for a.e. 01. If /3 E N” is any multiindex, then 
aU(Xfl)v, + 0 and hence, there is a subsequence x,” of wna for which 
a U( XB)x,a + 0 for a.e. 01. By a Cantor-diagonal argument we can in 
fact, extract a subsequence yn such that aU(Xo)y,” -+ 0 for a.e. 01 
and all 8. Hence ynm + 0 in Cm( Ue) for a.e. 01. It follows @(v*) + 0, 
thus showing the continuity. Part (b) now is clear. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY C.2. If each lJa is Jinite dimensional, then v is 
representable by a function a: -+ wa in the sense that p)(v) = J (v~, we) dol. 
In fact, if Gb) = ILIBIGK 11 aW(Xs)il then {we} E Cm(U) z# there is 
a K > 0 such that 014 CK(~)-l // wa I/ is inL2(M). 
II 
In this section we prove our general Plancherel theorem. First we 
need to make precise what we mean by evaluation at the identity. 
DEFINITION (11.1). A linear functional S E C-‘“(U) is said to be 
a generalized cyclic vector for U provided S( Ugv) = 0 for all g 
implies that v = 0 (v E C’“(U)). A generalized cyclic representation is 
a pair (U, S) consisting of a unitary representation U and a generalized 
vector 6. Two such pairs (U, S), (V, e) are said to be projectively 
equivalent provided there is a unitary isomorphism T which inter- 
twines U and V and which maps S onto a multiple of E. They are said 
to be equivalent provided the constant can be chosen to be one. 
Remarks (11.2). (1) Th e above definition of generalized cyclic 
vector could also be stated in terms of density of the translations of S 
in the strong topology of Cm(U) since it can be shown that Caj( U) is 
reflexive. 
(2) The pair (U, S) h as a realization in a Hilbert space of distribu- 
tions on 53(G) (the C” functions on G with compact support). In fact, 
if q E 9(G) and f E 2 (the representation space of U), then let 
f(v) = S( U(y)f). It follows from Proposition B above that this makes 
sense (i.e., that U(y): GP -+ Cm(U)) and that it defines a distribution. 
Furthermore, if J is the zero distribution, then for all v E 3(G), 
vv%w) = w4?$7lf) = 0. H ence U(cp)f = 0 which implies that 
f = 0. Therefore the map f +J is injective and defines a realization 
of U in the space #. This realization depends only on the equivalence 
class of the pair (U, S) and not on the particular realization of this 
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pair. We shall refer to 2 as the canonical space for (U, S) and the 
realization of U in this space as the canonical realization. Note that in 
this realization U acts via right translation and C”“(U) is a space of 
locally integrable (in fact C” functions), as is easily seen from 
Proposition B above. 6 then is just evaluation at e. 
It is interesting that the above remarks classify the generalized 
cyclic representations. 
PROPOSITION (11.3). Let 2 be a Hilbert space of distributions on 
3(G) which is normed in such a way that: 
(a) the mapf+f(y) of j/e into c is continuous for every y E 9(G), 
(b) Tight translation defines a unitary representation U of G in z?, 
(c) CsI( U) is a space of locally integrable functions. 
Then (U, 2) is the canonical realization of a (unique) equivalence 
class of generalized cyclic representations. 
Proof. We shall first show that Csi( U) is in fact a space of C” 
functions and that point evaluation defines a continuous functional. 
Our proof is based on ideas in [4] and [9]. 
Let f E C”“(U) and let X E Z(G). Then if 9 E g(G), considering X 
as a left invariant differential operator, we have by an easy computation 
that aU(X) f (v) = f (Xv). It follows that aU(X)f is the distributional 
derivative of f along X. Since C=(U) consists of locally integrable 
functions, we see that all of the distributional derivatives off are locally 
integrable and hence that f is a C” function by the Sobolev theorem. 
The continuity of point evaluation follows from this since the 
injection of Cm(U) into Cm(G) . 1s continuous by the closed graph 
theorem. 
Finally, we need to show that for f E Z,q E 9(G), f (p) = 6( U(y)f ). 
For f E C’“(U), this follows from Proposition B and for general f it 
follows from the continuity of f + f (y) and the density of C”(U). 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY (11.4). The following representations are in a natural 
way generalized cyclic representations: 
(a) the Tight regular representation of G, 
(b) any representation induced from a character of a closed 
subgroup of G (we realize such representations as in 
Blattner [l]), 
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(c) any subrepresentation of a generalized cyclic representation, 
(d) any ordinary cyclic representation, once a choice of cyclic 
vector has been made. 
We need one further concept before proving our main theorem of 
this section. Let U be a unitary representation and let JM Ua dp(oI) 
and lM V”l dT(ol) be two direct integral decompositions of U over a 
measure space M. Let S and T be the respective isomorphisms. We 
shall say that the two decompositions are projectively equivalent 
provided 7 and p are mutually absolutely equivalent and the map 
TS-1 factors into a direct integral of scalar multiples of unitary 
isomorphisms fi of Ua onto V. 
We come now to our main result. 
THEOREM (11.5). Let (U, 8) b e a generalized cyclic representation 
of G and let J,,, Ua dp(a) b e a direct integral decomposition of U and let 
Sva be the corresponding decomposition of 6 (see Corollary C.I. above). 
Then the pairs ( Ua, S,=) are for a.e. 01 generalized cyclic representations. 
Furthermore if JM Va dp( ) 01 is a projectively equivalent decomposition, 
then the pairs (Va, Sva) are for a.e. 01 projectively equivalent to ( Uoi, 6,~). 
Proof. We need to show that for a.e. 01, Se satisfies the density 
property of (II. 1). To this end let Xa be the set of v E C”“( U) for which 
Sa( Us*v) = 0 for all g E G. The closure in %+ of Zar (denoted CXa) 
is invariant under Ua and fi is a closed subspace of Cm(V). It 
follow that Xar = C”(Ua 1 CXe). 
Let 7p be the orthogonal projection in fl onto CXa. We claim that 
n” is a measurable family of projections. To see this consider for 
q E B(G) the functional &,a on fl given by S,a = 6~ 0 V(T). By 
Theorem B S,” is continuous and %a C ker S,=. Let n?Ta be the pro- 
jection onto ker S,a. It is easily seen that 7~~~ is a measurable family of 
projections and that if qn. is any 6 sequence in 9(G), then 7~” = lim ng”, .
The measurability of 7~ follows from this. 
Now, let n = S + dp(a) and let 37 be the image of 7~. X is invariant 
under U and if v E C”“( U j .X), then va E Cm( V / CZa) = A’“a for a.e. 
01. Hence S( U,v) = 0 for all g and hence v = 0. It follows that 7~ = 0 
and hence ne = 0 for a.e. 01, proving our claim. 
The uniqueness part of the theorem follows easily from the 
uniqueness in (C.I.). Q.E.D. 
We come now to the abstract Plancherel theorem. 
THEOREM (11.6) (Plancherel theorem). Let G have a smooth dual 
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and let (U, S) be a generalized cyclic representation of G. Let G be the 
space of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of G equipped 
with its usual Bore1 structure. Then there is a family ( W, Sa) of generalized 
cyclic primary representations indexed by G and a Bore1 measure p on G 
for which (a) U = J @ W dp(oI) and (b) S = SC @ Sa dp(iu) in the sense 
of (C.I.). Furthermore, the projective equivalence class of the pairs 
(V, Se) is uniquely determinedfor a.e. 01. Once the measure p is chosen the 
equivalence class of ( W, Sm) is determined and conversely, every measurable 
choice of representatives of the projective equivalence classes determine 
such a measure p. 
Proof. This all follows from (11.5) above and known facts about 
the uniqueness of primary decompositions. Q.E.D. 
Remark (11.7). Note that in (11.6) once the measure t.~ is known 
and a representative of equivalence class of ( Ua, Se) has been selected, 
then the isomorphism between U and J @ U” dp(oI) is also known. 
In fact, if XU is the canonical space of ( UG, SE) and if v E J @ A+ dp(oI), 
then the element of the canonical space of U corresponding to v is 
simply the distribution g, + JM v”(y) dp(oI) where the integral con- 
verges absolutely for all v E B(G). The determination of the pairs 
(Uo, Se) can, however, be quite difficult. 
III. SPECIFIC PLANCHEREL THEOREMS 
In this section we prove for type I Lie groups a nonunimodular 
Plancherel theorem. 
Let G be a type I Lie group, let dx be left invariant Haar measure 
and let A be the modular function. Let R and L be the representations 
defined by 
WfW = fc%) 4g)-1’z +wf(x) = f(e4~ 
and let 2 and 9 denote respectively the von Neumann algebras they 
generate. Let G denote the set of equivalence classes of irreducible 
representations of G equipped with its usual Bore1 structure. From 
the general theory of Hilbert algebras one can show (cf. [5, Sect. 61) 
that there is a standard measure p on G, a measurable family of 
irreducible representations (Ua, @) indexed by G such that Ua E 01 
and a unitary isomorphism T of L2(G) onto Se @ 2~ @ sa dp(oI) 
which maps R onto j I Q Ua dp(oI) and L onto J UoL Q I dp(a). 
Furthermore, 2 and 92 map, respectively, onto J B(Za) @I dp(a) and 
JI@ B(ZE) dp(a)(B(ti) = all bounded operators on 2”). 
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Now, let 6 be evaluation at e in Cm(L). By the proof of C.I. there is 
an element X E U(G) and an element D, ELM such that S(f) = 
(Z(X)f, Da) for f~ C”(L). Let @ be the functional on Cm( Ua 81) 
defined by 8~ = (a( Ua @1)(X) ., D,a) so that J @ @ &(o() = 6. Then, 
considering #a @ $” as the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on 
xa we have aa(S) = tr(a( Ua @I)(X) S(D,=)*). It is easily seen 
[4, Lemma 3.21 that S E C’“( Ua @ 1) implies that S takes its values in 
Cm( U&) and that a( Ua @I)(X)(S) = aV(X) o 5’. Hence, letting Dar 
be the (unbounded) operator (D,a)* 0 ap(X), we find that S%(S) = 
tr(D”S). 
Now, suppose that g gL2(G) and g * n-liz ELM. Then g*(x) = 
2(x-l) d(~)-i/~ is in L1(G) and since R and L commute R(g*) leaves 
Cm(L) invariant. Also it is easily seen that forfE C”(L), S(R(g*)f) = 
U-Y d = s tvw)*) da 
On the other hand it follows from a Fubini argument and the 
separability of G that (R(g*)f)* = (I @ p)(g*)f” = f 0~ o u”(g*). 
Hence S(R(g*)f) = ]tr(DffOi(g*)) da = s tr(V(g*) D”f”) da. It 
follows from the uniqueness in (C.1) that for a.e. 01, tr( u”(g*) DF) = 
tr((g”)*F) for all FE Cm( Urn @I). Hence Ua(g*)D = (ga)* on 
C’“( uq. 
Now from the general theory of Hilbert algebras, for any h E L2(G), 
(ha)* = (h*)R, [5, L emma 6.21. Hence, letting h = g* we find that 
ha = Urn(h) Da on Cm( Ua). 
Thus, in determining the Fourier transform, it suffices to determine 
the DOL. 
To this end, notice that the uniqueness in (C.1) and the relations 
S(f*) = S(f), S(RgLgf) = d(g)-1/2 S(f) imply that Da is symmetric on 
C”“(w) and u”g-1 DaU,~ = Da d(g)-li2 for a.e. a: and all g E G. These 
relations imply that DE has a unique self-adjoint extension and this 
extension intertwines the representations lIJga and A(g)-li2Uga = VgE, 
and that Da is, unique with respect to these properties. In fact, 
consider the continuous Hermition form p(x, y) = (Dx, y) on 
P( Urn) x C”“(?P). Th is f orm satisfies /3( Uqmx, ( Vm)zy) = (x, y) and 
hence, by Theorem 2.1 of [9] there is a unique closed linear operator S 
on %a which maps Cm( Urn) into C”(Vm) = Cm(V) for which (a) 
SU, = V/3 and (b) (Sx,y) = (D%,y). Furthermore by 2.2 of [9] 
S is the closure of its restriction to C”“( Urn). Since S = D” on Cm(V), 
S is symmetric and since S* satisfies the same properties as S, S is in 
fact self-adjoint. Hence, our claim follows. We may summarize all of 
this in the following Plancherel theorem. 
THEOREM (111.1). Let G be a type I Lie group. Then there is a 
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measurable family &a of Hilbert spaces indexed by G‘, a regular standard 
Bore1 measure p on G, a measurable family Ua of irreducible representa- 
tions of G realized in fl, a family of operators Dal defined on Cm(V) 
such that if h ELI(G) n L2(G) th en Ua(h)DN has a unique bounded 
extension to a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on 2” and the mapping 
T: h + {U=(h) Da} is extendible to a unitary isomorphism of L2(G) onto 
Jo @ Z& @ ZWE dp(ol). Under T, L is t ransformed into J @ Ua @I dp and 
R into J @ I @ Ua dp. In particular, 
II h It = sll U’(h) D” II2 444 
where I/ 11 on the right indicates Hilbert-Schmidt norm. 
If h ELM n Cm(L), then we also have 
h(e) = JG tr(D”U=(h) 0”) c&(01) 
where the integral on the right converges absolutely. 
The operators Dal can be written in the form S au(X) where X is an 
element in the enveloping algebra of G independent of 01 and S is a 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator. X can in fact be chosen to be a power of the 
element 1 - (Xl2 + ..* + Xm2). The DN map C”“( Ua) into Cm( Ua) and 
they possess a unique self-adjoint extention. Also, 
U=(g-1) mP(g) = d(g)112 Da 
and Da is uniquely determined up to multiples by this property. 
Proof. This all follows from the above and Theorem 2.2 of [9]. 
Q.E.D. 
Remarks. In the above proof we used the space C”(L) only as a 
matter of convenience. C’“(L) for some large k would have sufficed. 
The above theorem is essentially the same as those obtained by 
Moore [7] and Kleppner-Lipsman [5]. However, we seem to obtain 
better information concerning domain of validity of the theorem and 
concerning the regularity of the trace operators than what is available 
in either [7] or [5]. Pukanszky [lo] h as shown that in the solvable case 
the operator S above can be taken to be aU( Y)-l where Y is also an 
element of the enveloping algebra. 
IV. THE RECIPROCITY THEOREM 
In this section we develop a Frobenius type reciprocity theorem for 
an arbitrary generalized cyclic representation. We prove the following 
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THEOREM. Let G be a Lie group and let (T, Zr) be the canonical 
realization of a discreetly decomposable generalized cyclic representation. 
Let (U, A$) be a realization of a given irreducible representation. 
Let 
W(U) = {a E C-a(U) [ g -+ u( Upv) E P(T) vv E C-q U)}. 
Then S(U) has a canonical Hilbert space structure for which 
(1) dim&?(U) = number of times li occurs in T 
(2) If e, ,. . . , en. , . . . is any orthonormal basis of 9(U), then the 
spaces Vri = {g -+ ei( U8+v) j v 6 Cm(U)) are invariant 
mutually orthogonal subspaces of C”“(T) and T restricted to the 
completion Xri of Sri is equivalent to U. Furthermore, if 
flrL’ = C @ Sri, then T 1 Xru is the primary part of T 
corresponding to U. Every decomposition of T l*r(~ into 
irreducibles occurs in this manner. 
(3) If E1 ,..,, E, ,... is an orthogonal basis for &, contained in 
Cm(U) and e, ,..., e, ,... are as above, then the matrix elements 
tij(g) = ei( U,-,E,) form an orthonormal basis of Sr”. 
Remark. If G is compact and T is the generalized cyclic representa- 
tion of G induced from a character x of a closed subgroup K of G, 
then U is finite dimensional and Cm(U) = Z(U) = C?‘(U). Since G is 
compact, g -+ ( Ue-If, p’) is in Y& iff ( U(ek) -IV, v) = x(k)-l( U+v, y)- 
i.e., iff 9) satisfies U1<p, = x(k)v. Thus, 9?(U) is just the largest sub- 
space of XV for which U IK is equivalent to a direct sum of x and (2) 
above asserts that the number of times U occurs in T is the number of 
times x occurs in U jK , which is the standard reciprocity theorem. 
Proof. For v ~9( U), v E Cm(U), let [v, v](g) = q( Ug+v). If 
(a, .)T is the inner product in XT , let B(cp, #)(u, v) = ([y, u], [#, v])= 
for u, v E P(U), q, $ E a(U). By the closed graph theorem, the map 
ys + [F, v] is continuous from C”(U) to C”(T). Hence B(v, #)(u, v) 
, as a function of u and v, a contmuous, bilinear form on 
C”“(U) x C”(U). Also for 
Thus, by Theorem A in the introduction B(y, $J)( *, *) is some multiple 
C(y, $) of the scalar product (*, *)LI in ZU . 
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It is easily seen that C(*, *) is a scalar product on a(U). We claim 
that S?( U) is a Hilbert space under C(*, s). In fact, let F, be Cauchy in 
C(*, *). Then for v E Cm(U), [pin , ZJ] is Cauchy in yir . It follows that 
[rpn , v] converges in C”“(T), since for X E U(G), aT(x)([~~ , u]) = 
[vn , aU(X)n] which converges. In particular, [qn , V] converges 
pointwise, for all 2, E Cm(U). Let T(V) = lim[v, , v](e) = lim y,(v). 
y, being a pointwise limit of continuous functionals on a Frechet 
space is continuous and since lim[v,, , u](g) = [v, v](g), it follows that 
9 E a(U). Finally, since [q,L , V] -+ [y, V] in Zr , it follows that 
C(,, - v, vn - v) + 0, so g, = lim p’n in C(*, *). This shows 
completeness of B(U). 
Part (2) above, with the possible exception of the last two sentences, 
follows trivially from the definition of C(., .) (note that ZI -+ [ei , V] 
is a unitary map of C”‘(U) into Vri). 
To prove the remaining part, suppose there is some invariant 
subspace S&O of Zr which is orthogonal to &.u and for which 
T lzro = To is equivalent to U. Let S: ZU + %$O be the unitary 
equivalence. If So is evaluation at e in C”“( TO), let y. = a0 0 S lcm(v~ . 
Then y. ES?(U) and [y. , V] = Sv for v E Cm(U). Thus C(v, , eJ = 0 
for all i and thus v. = 0, implying that ST0 = 0. 
This proves the second to last statement of (2). The last statement’s 
proof is similar to that just given and we will not give it. 
(1) is an obvious corollary of (2), 
(2) is obvious from the fact that v --t [ei , v] is extendible to a 
unitary isomorphism of ZU onto Sri. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let T be the representation of G induced from the 
identity representation of a closed subgroup r for which G/r is compact. 
Let (U, XV) be as above. Then the number of times U occurs in T is the 
(finite) dimension of the space of vectors in Cm(U) invariant under r. 
Proof. All that needs be shown is the finite dimensionality of g( U), 
which follows from Theorem (4) of [3]. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. This result, in the case that G is semisimple, is essentially 
Gelfand’s duality theorem. [3, Theor. 61. 
Also, in [2] Cartier used C” vector techniques to obtain a generaliza- 
tion of the Frobenius reciprocity theorem. His results only apply in 
the case where T is irreducible, although in this case they yield a much 
sharper result than what is available by our methods. Mackey has 
also obtained reciprocity theorems for certain groups [6]. 
It is interesting to note that the construction of the irreducible 
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factors occuring in the decomposition of L2 compact nilmanifold 
discovered by Richardson [ll] proceeds by constructing the 
functionals of the above corollary. This suggests that a similar process 
should work in general. 
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